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space X**, we introduce and study a kind of differentiability of convex functions.
Moreover, we discuss Asplund spaces. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, X always denotes a Banach space. X*, X**,
and X*** stand for the dual space, bidual space, and tridual space of X,
respectively. We always regard X as a subspace of X**. For x g X,
Ž . Ž .B x, r , and B x, r stand for the ball with center x and radius r in XX X **
and X**, respectively. For a subset A of X, we denote the weak* closure
Ž .of A in X** by w*-cl A . w and w* always stand for the weak topologyX **
and the weak* topology, respectively.
Let D be an open convex subset of X, f : D “ R a continuous convex
Ž .function. For x g D, › f x denotes the subdifferential of f at x, that is,
² :› f x s x* g X*; x*, y y x F f y y f x , y g D . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5It is well known that › f is a ? -w* upper semicontinuous set-valued
Ž .mapping and › f x is a nonempty w* compact convex subset of X* for all
x g D. We say that f is Gateaux differentiable at x g D if the limit
f x q th y f xŽ . Ž .
lim
tt“0
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Ž .exists for all h g X. This is equivalent to › f x being a singleton. We say
that f is Frechet differentiable at x g D if the limit
f x q th y f xŽ . Ž .
lim
tt“0
exists uniformly with respect to h on the unit ball of X. It is known that f
Ž .is Frechet differentiable at x g D iff › f x is a singleton and › f is
5 5 5 5? - ? upper semicontinuous at x.
We say that X is an Asplund space if each continuous convex function
defined on an open convex subset D of X is Frechet differentiable at each
point in a dense G subset of D. It is clear that X is an Asplund space iffd
for any open convex subset D of X and any continuous convex function f
 Ž . 5 5 5 5defined on D, the set E s x g D; › f x is a singleton and › f is ? - ?
4 Župper semicontinuous at x is a residual subset of D i.e., E includes a
.dense G subset of D . Asplund spaces are a very important subject ind
Banach spaces theory. A series of profound results on Asplund spaces
Ž w x .were obtained see 1, 6]12 and references therein .
In Section 2, we present some results about an extension of a continuous
convex function defined on an open subset of a Banach space X to X**.
In Section 3, using the extension of convex functions, we introduce and
study very differentiability of convex functions, which is a generalization of
Ž .differentiability or smoothness of norms and, in general, is not any kind
of b-differentiability. In Section 4, using the result that a continuous
convex function f defined on an open convex subset D of a Banach space
is Frechet differentiable at each point in a dense G subset of D iffd
 Ž . 5 5D s x g D; › f x is a weak compact set and › f is ? -w upper semicon-f
4tinuous at x is a residual subset of D, we give a characterization of
Asplund spaces.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let D be an open convex subset of X, f a continuous convex function
U Ž . Ž . Ž .defined on D. Pick a x g D and x g › f x ; then f x G f x q0 0 0 0
² U : Ž .x , x y x for all x g D. This implies that for each x** g w*-cl D0 0 X **
² U :lim inf f x G f x q x , x** y x ) y‘.Ž . Ž .0 0 0
w*
x “ x**D
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Ã  4Hence we can define f : X** “ R j q‘ such that
¡lim inf f x , x** g w*-cl D ,Ž . Ž .X **
w*~Ãf x** sŽ . x “ x**D¢q‘, otherwise.
Ž . Ž .This means that the following I and II hold:
Ž .  4 Ž .I If a net x in D converges to some x** g w*-cl D witha X **
respect to the weak* topology of X**,
Ãlim inf f x G f x**Ž . Ž .a
a
Ž . Ž .  4II For each x** g w*-cl D there is a net x in D such thatX ** a
w*
x “ x** anda
Ãf x** s lim f x .Ž . Ž .a
a
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f be a continuous con¤ex function defined on an
Ã ÃŽ . Ž Ž ..open con¤ex subset D of X. Then epi f s w*-cl epi f . Hence f is aX **=R
proper weak* lower semicontinuous con¤ex function on X**.
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Proof. For any x**, r g epi f , x** g w*-cl D and there is t G 0X **
w*
Ž .  4such that r s f x** q t. Pick a net x in D such that x “ x** anda a
w*ÃŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .f x “ f x** . It follows that x , f x q t “ x**, r in X** = R.a a a
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Hence x**, r g w*-cl epi f . On the other hand, for any x**, rX **=R
Ž Ž ..  4  4 qg w*-cl epi f , there is a net x in D and a net t in R suchX **=R a a
w*Ž Ž . . Ž .that x , f x q t “ x**, r . Hencea a a
Ãr s lim f x q t G lim inf f x G f x** .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a a
a a
ÃŽ . Ž .This implies x**, r g epi f .
PROPOSITION 2.2. For each continuous con¤ex function f defined on an
Ã ÃŽ Ž ..open con¤ex subset D of X, f is an extension of f and D ; int dom f ,X **
Ã ÃŽ .  Ž . 4where dom f s x** g X**; f x** g R .
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4Proof. For each x g D, by I , f x F f x . By II there is a net x inaw
Ž  4D such that x “ x i.e., x converges to x with respect to the weak*a a
Ã. Ž . Ž .topology of X** and f x s lim f x . Since a continuous convexa a
function is lower semicontinuous with respect to the weak topology,
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f x F lim f x s f x . Hence f x s f x for all x g D. By the conti-a a
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nuity of f , for each x g D there are d ) 0 and M g R such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .B x, d ; D and f x F M for all x g B x, d . By the Goldstine theo-X X
Ž . Ž .rem, B x, d is weak* dense in B x, d . Hence, for each x** gX X **
w*Ž .  4 Ž .B x, d , there is a net z in B x, d such that z “ x**. It followsX ** a X a
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .from I that f x** F M. Hence x** g dom f . This shows that D ;
ÃŽ Ž ..int dom f .X **
LEMMA 2.1. Let K be a nonempty bounded subset of X* with 0 g K, and
Ž . ² : 4 Ž .let p x s sup x*, x ; x* g K for all x g X and q x** sK K
² : Ž Ž ..4 sup x**, x* ; x* g w*-cl co K for all x** g X**. Then A s x** g
Ž . 4  Ž . 4X**; q x** F 1 is the weak* closure of B s x g X ; p x F 1 .K K
Ž . ² : Ž Ž ..4Proof. It is easy to verify that p x s sup x*, x ; x* g w*-cl co KK
<for all x g X. Hence, q s p . Notice that q is a positively homoge-XK K K
neous, subadditive, and weak* lower semicontinuous function on X**. We
Ž . UU UUhave w*-cl B ; A. Suppose that there is x g A such that x fX ** 0 0
Ž . Uw*-cl B . By the separation theorem, there is x g X* and r g R suchX ** 0
that
² UU U: ² U :x , x ) r ) sup x , x ; x g B G 0. 40 0 0
1 U² : 4It follows that sup x , x , x g B F 1. By the separation theorem, it is0r
1 U UU UU 1 UŽ Ž .. Ž . ² :easy to verify x g w*-cl co K . Hence q x G x , x ) 1. This0 K 0 0 0r r
UUcontradicts x g A.0
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let K be a nonempty bounded subset of X*, and let
Ž . ² : 4f x s sup x*, x ; x* g K for all x g X. Then
Ã ² :f x** s sup x**, x* ; x* g w*-cl co K , x** g X**. 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
ÃŽ . 5 5 Ž . 5 5In particular, when f x s x for all x g X, f x** s x** for all
x** g X**.
Ž . ² : Ž Ž ..4Proof. Let g x** s sup x**, x* ; x* g w*-cl co K for all
<x** g X**; then g s f. By the weak* lower semicontinuity of g, w*-X
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .cl X s X** and II , g x** F f x** for all x** g X**. SupposeX **
UU UU Ã UU UŽ . Ž .that there is x g X** such that g x - f x . Pick a x g K and0 0 0 0
r ) 0 such that
UU UU U Ã UU UU U² : ² :g x y x , x - r - f x y x , x .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0
 Ž . ² U: 4  Ž .Let A s x** g X**; g x** y x**, x F r and B s x g X ; f x y0
² U : 4 Ž . UU Ž .x , x F r . By Lemma 2.1, A s w*-cl B . Hence x g w*-cl B ,0 X ** 0 X **
w* UU 4and so there is a net x in B such that x “ x . It follows thata a 0
Ã UU UU U² :f x F lim inf f x F x , x q r .Ž . Ž .0 a 0 0
a
UU UU UÃŽ . ² :Hence f x y x , x F r, a contradiction.0 0 0
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3. VERY DIFFERENTIABLE CONVEX FUNCTIONS
It is an aspect of Banach spaces theory to study very smoothness of a
Ž w x . 5 5space see 11 and references therein . A point x in X with x s 1 is
said to be a very differentiable point of X if there is a unique x*** in
5 5 ² :X*** such that x*** s 1 and x***, x s 1. This is equivalent to the
norm of X** being Gateaux differentiable at x. This and Example 2.1
incline us to introduce the very differentiability of convex functions.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f be a continuous convex function defined on an
open convex subset D of X. We say that f is very differentiable at x g D
Ãif f , as a function on X**, is Gateaux differentiable at x.
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a continuous con¤ex function defined on an open
ÃŽ .con¤ex subset D of X, and x g D. Then for each x*** g › f x there is a0 0
w*U U 4  4net x in D and a net x in X* such that x “ x , x “ x*** and fora a a 0 a
U Ž .each index a , x g › f x .a a
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .Proof. Let C f s x*, r g X* = R; x*, x q r t F 1, x, t g
ÃŽ . Ž Ž . .4 Ž .epi f y x , f x q 1 . We claim that for any x*** g › f x ,0 0 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. UUUx***, y1 g w*-cl C f . Indeed, suppose that there is x gX ***=R 0
Ã UUUŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..› f x such that x , y1 f w*-cl C f . By the separation theo-0 0 X ***=R
Ž UU .rem, there is x , r g X** = R and t g R such that0 0 0
² UUU UU: ² UU U:x , x y r ) t ) sup x , x q r r ; x*, r g C f . 4Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Since 0, 0 g C f , t ) 0. Hence0
1 r0UUU UUx , x y ) 1 1Ž .0 0¦ ;t t0 0
and
1 r r0UU Usup x , x q ; x*, r g C f - 1.Ž . Ž .0¦ ;½ 5t t0 0
This and the separation theorem imply
1 r0UUx , g w*-cl epi f y x , f x q 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 X **=R 0 0ž /t t0 0
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UU ÃŽŽ . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . .By Proposition 2.1, 1rt x , r rt g epi f y x , f x q 1 . Hence0 0 0 0 0 0
there is s G 0 such that0
r 10 UUÃs f x q x q s y f x y 1.Ž .0 0 0 0ž /t t0 0
Ž .This and 1 imply
1 1
UUU UU UUÃx , x ) f x q x q s y f xŽ .0 0 0 0 0 0¦ ; ž /t t0 0
1
UUÃ ÃG f x q x y f x .Ž .0 0 0ž /t0
UUU Ã UUU ÃŽ . Ž .This contradicts x g › f x . Hence for any x g › f x , there is a0 0 0
w*U UŽ .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .net x , r in C f such that x , r “ x***, y1 in X*** = R, thata a a a
w*U UŽ . Ž .is, x “ x*** in X*** and r “ y1. By x , r g C f , for each x g D,a a a a
² U :x , x y x q r f x y f x y 1 F 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .a 0 a 0
that is,
² U :x , x y x F f x y f x q 1 q r f x y f x q 1 . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a 0 0 a 0
Ž .By the continuity of f , there is d ) 0 such that B x , d ; D andX 0
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . < <f x y f x - 1 for all x g B x , d . Let « s 2 1 q r ; then « “ 0.0 X 0 a a a
< Ž . ² U : Ž . Ž .Setting g s f , by 2 , x , x y x F g x y g x q « for eachB Ž x , d . a 0 0 aX 0
Ž . U Ž .x g B x , d . Hence x g › g x . By the Brondsted]Rockafellar theo-X 0 a « 0a
Ž w x Ž . Urem see 10, p. 51, Theorem 3.18 , there are x g B x , d and y ga X 0 a
Ž . Ž .› g x s › f x such thata a
U U5 5 5 5x y x F « “ 0 and y y x F « “ 0.' 'a 0 a a a a
w* w*UBy x “ x***, we have y “ x***.a a
ÃŽ . Ž .Remark. Clearly, › f x ; › f x for all x g D. This and Theorem 3.1
imply that for all x g D,
Ã› f x s w* y lim › f y .Ž . Ž .
y“x
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f be a continuous con¤ex function defined on an
ÃŽ . Ž Ž ..open con¤ex subset D of X. Then › f x s w* y cl › f x if and only ifX ***
Ž Ž ..for each weak neighborhood W of 0 in X* there is d ) 0 such › f B x, dX
Ž .; › f x q W.
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ÃŽ Ž .. Ž .Proof. The ``if '' part, it is easy to verify w*-cl › f x ; › f x .X ***
UUU Ã UUUŽ . Ž Ž ..Suppose that there is x g › f x such that x f w*-cl › f x . By0 0 X ***
the separation theorem, there are xUU g X** and r g R such that0
² UUU UU: ² UU :x , x ) r ) sup x , x* ; x* g › f x . 4Ž .0 0 0
 ² UU : 4 ² UU :Let W s x* g X*; x , x* - k , where k s r y sup x , x* ; x* g0 0
Ž .4› f x . Then W is a weak neighborhood of 0 in X*. Hence there is d ) 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .such that B x, d ; D and › f B x, d ; › f x q W. By Theorem 3.1,X X
 4  U4there is a net x in D and a net x in X* such thata a
w*U U UUUx g › f x , x “ x and x “ x .Ž .a a a a 0
 4 Ž .Without loss of generality we can assume that x ; B x, d . Hence fora X
w*U UU U U UUUŽ . ² :each index a , x g › f x q W, and so x , x - r. This and x “ xa 0 a a 0
UUU UU Ã² : Ž . Ž Ž ..imply x , x F r, a contradiction. Hence › f x s w*-cl › f x .0 0 X ***
For the ``only if '' part, it suffices to show that for any weak neighborhood
W of 0 of the form
< U < U² :W s x* g X*; x *, x* - « , x * g X**, i s 1, . . . , n and « ) 0 , 4i i
ÃŽ Ž .. Ž . 5 5there is d ) 0 such that › f B x, d ; › f x q W. Since › f is ? -w*X
ÃŽ Ž ..upper semicontinuous at x g D ; int dom f , there is d ) 0 such thatX **
1Ã Ã ÃŽ Ž .. Ž .› f B x, d ; › f x q W, whereX ** 2
Ã U<² : <W s x*** g X***; x***, x * - « , i s 1, . . . , n . 4i
1 1 1Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž .Notice that › f x s w*-cl › f x ; › f x q W, W q W ; W andX *** 2 2 2
ÃŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .› f B x, d ; › f B x, d . One has › f B x, d ; › f x q W.X X X
w xIt is worth comparing Proposition 3.1 with Theorem 2.1 in 13 .
COROLLARY 3.1. Let f be a continuous con¤ex function defined on an
ÃŽ . Ž .open con¤ex subset D of X, and x g D. Then › f x s › f x if and only if
Ž . 5 5› f x is a weak compact subset of X* and › f is ? -w upper semicontinuous
at x.
Proof. The ``only if '' part is trivial. It suffices to show that ``if '' part. By
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .the weak compactness of › f x , we have w*-cl › f x s › f x . ThisX ***
ÃŽ . Ž .and Proposition 3.1 imply › f x s › f x .
The following theorem is an immediate result of Corollary 3.1.
THEOREM 3.2. Let f be a continuous con¤ex function defined on an open
con¤ex subset D of X, and x g D. Then f is ¤ery differentiable at x if and only
Ž . 5 5if › f x is a singleton and › f is ? -w upper semicontinuous at x.
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Theorem 3.2 explains that, for a continuous convex function f , the very
differentiability of f is between the Gateaux differentiability of f and the
Frechet differentiability of f. Moreover, when X is a nonreflexive Banach
space, in general, the very differentiability of f is not any kind of the
b-differentiability of f.
LEMMA 3.1. Let K be a weak* compact con¤ex subset of X*, and › p beK
5 5  U4? -w upper semicontinuous at x g D. Assume that a net x in K0 a a g L
² U : Ž .  U4  U4satisfies x , x “ p x . Then there is a subnet y of x and aa 0 K 0 b b g D awU U U 4 Ž .net z in › x such that y y z “ 0.b b g D pK 0 b b
Ž . ² U :Proof. Let « s p x y x , x ; then « G 0 and « “ 0. For eacha K 0 a 0 a a
h g X,
² U : ² U : ² U : ² U :x , h s x , x q h y x , x F p x q h y x , xŽ .a a 0 a 0 K 0 a 0
s p x q h y p x q « .Ž . Ž .K 0 K 0 a
U Ž .Hence x g › p x . By the Brondsted]Rockafellar theorem, there is aa « k 0a
 4  U4net x in X and a net a in X* such thata a g L a a g L
U U U5 5 5 5a g › p x , x y x F « “ 0 and a y x F « “ 0. 3Ž . Ž .' 'a K a a 0 a a a a
Ž . 4Let D s a , U ; a g L and U is a weak neighborhood of 0 in X* ,
Ž . Ž .and define a partial order on D as follows: for a , U , a , U g D,1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .a , U F a , U if and only if a F a and U ; U . It is clear that1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
Ž . 5 5D, F is a directed set. Since › p is ? -w upper semicontinuous at x ,K 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by 3 , for each a , U g D, there is w a , U g L such that a F w a , U
U Ž . U Ž .and a g › p x q U. Hence there is b g › p x such thatwŽa , U . K 0 w Ža , U . K 0
aU y bU g U. Denote xU and bU by yU and zU ,wŽa , U . w Ža , U . w Ža , U . w Ža , U . Ža , U . Ža , U .
 U 4respectively. It is easy to verify that y is a subnet ofŽa , U . Ža , U .g D wU U U U 4  4 Ž .x , z is a net in › p x , and y y z “ 0.a a g L Ža , U . Ža , U .g D K 0 Ža , U . Ža , U .
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let K be a weak* compact con¤ex subset of X*, and
x g X. The following properties are equi¤alent:0
Ž . Ž .i Each point x* in › p x is a weak*-weak continuous point of KK 0
Ž i.e., each net in K is weakly con¤ergent to x* whene¤er it is weak* con¤ergent
.to x* .
Ž .  U4 ² U : Ž .ii Each net x in K with x , x “ p x has a subnet which isa a 0 K 0
Ž .weakly con¤ergent to some point in › p x .K 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii › p x s › p x .ÃK 0 K 0
Ž . Ž .  U4Proof. i « ii . By weak* compactness of K, each net x in K witha
² U : Ž .x , x “ p x has a subnet which is weak* convergent to some x* ina 0 K 0
² : Ž . w x Ž .K. It follows that x*, x s p x . By 10, Lemma 5.10 , x* g › p x .0 K 0 K 0
Ž .  U4This and i imply that x has a subnet which is weakly convergent to x*.a
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii « iii . It is clear from ii that › p x is weakly compact.K 0
Ž . Ž .Suppose that › p x / › p x . By Corollary 3.1, there is a weak openÃK 0 K 0
Ž .  4  U4set W including › p x , a sequence x in X and a sequence x in X*K 0 n n
U Ž . Usuch that x “ x , x g › p x and x f W for all n. Sincen 0 n K n n
² U : ² U : ² U :x , x s x , x q x , x y xn 0 n n n 0 n
² U :s p x q x , x y x “ p x ,Ž . Ž .K n n 0 n K 0
without loss of generality we can assume that there is x* g K such that
wU ² : Ž .x “ x*. It follows that x* f W and x*, x s p x . This and Lem-n 0 K 0
w x Ž . Ž .ma 5.10 in 10 implies x* g › p x . This contradicts › p x ; W.K 0 K 0
Ž . Ž . U Ž .  U4iii « i . Let x be any point in › p x and x be any net in K0 K 0 b
w*U U U U 4  4such that x “ x . For any subnet y of x , by Lemma 3.1 and theb 0 a b
Ž .  U4weak compactness of › p x , y has a subnet which is weakly conver-K 0 awU Ugent. This implies x “ x .b 0
Let K be a weak* compact subset of X* and K be the weak* closed0
convex hull of K. Notice that for each x g X there is x* g K such that
² : ² : ² : 4x*, x s sup y*, x ; y* g K s sup y*, x ; y* g K . 40
One has the following corollaries.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Let K be a weakly compact subset of X*. Then › p xÃK
Ž .s › p x for all x g X.K
COROLLARY 3.3. Let K be a weak* compact con¤ex subset of X* and
 U4x g X. Then p is ¤ery differentiable at x if and only if each net x in K0 K 0 a
² U : Ž .with x , x “ p x is weakly con¤ergent.a 0 K 0
COROLLARY 3.4. Let K be a weak* compact subset of X* and x g X. If0
Ž . Ž . U  U4› p x s › p x , there are x g X and x g K such that each net x inÃK 0 K 0 1 0 a
² U : ² U : Ž . UK with x , x “ x , x i s 0, 1 is weakly con¤ergent to x . In particu-a i 0 i 0
lar, xU is a weak*-weak continuous point of K.0
Proof. Let K be the weak* closed convex hull of K. By Corollary 3.1,0
Ž .› p x is a weakly compact convex subset of K . Hence there are x g XK 0 0 1
U Ž . Ž . Uand x g › p x such that x strongly exposes › p x at x . Notice0 K 0 1 K 0 0
Ž . Uthat › p x is an extremal subset of K and x is an extremal point ofK 0 0 0
Ž . U U Ž w› p x . x is an extremal point of K . Hence x g K see 2, TheoremK 0 0 0 0
x.  U4 ² U : ² U : Ž .36.10 . Let x be any net in K with x , x “ x , x i s 0, 1 . Bya a i 0 i
 U4Proposition 3.2, it is sufficient to prove that each subnet of x is weaklya
convergent to xU whenever the subnet is weakly convergent. Assume that0
 U4  U4a subnet y of x is weakly convergent. By Lemma 3.1, there is ab a wU U U U U 4  4  4 Ž .subnet a of y and a net b in › p x such that a y b “ 0. Thisg b g K 0 g g
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² U : ² U : 5 U U 5  U4implies b , x “ x , x . Hence b y x “ 0. It follows that y isg 1 0 1 g 0 b
Uweakly convergent to x .0
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF ASPLUND SPACES
In this section we will give an characterization of Asplund spaces which
w xis similar to Theorem 2.7 in 4 . We need the following lemma.
Žw x.LEMMA 4.1 4, Theorem 1.3 . Let F be a minimal w*-cusco from a
complete metric space A into the bidual space X** of a Banach space X.
Assume that the set
E s x g A; F x ; w*-cl F x l X 4Ž . Ž .Ž .X **
Ž .is a residual subset of A i.e., E includes a dense G subset of A . Then F isd
single-¤alued and upper semicontinuous with respect to the norm topology of
X** at each point in a dense G subset of A.d
PROPOSITION 4.1. X is an Asplund space if and only if for each bounded
subset K of X* there is a metric r on K such that e¤ery bounded subset of K
admits weak* slices of arbitrarily small r-diameter and the topology induced
by r on K is stronger than or equal to the weak topology.
w xProof. The ``only if '' part is immediate from Theorem 2.32 in 10 . To
prove the ``if '' part, it suffices to show that, for each open convex subset D
of X and each continuous convex function f defined on D, f is Frechet
Ždifferentiable on a dense subset of D because the set of all points of D
.where f are Frechet differentiable is a G subset of D . Since thed
subdifferential mapping › f is locally bounded, for each x g D and each
neighborhood U of x there is an open convex neighborhood V of x such
Ž .that V ; U l D and › f V is bounded. Hence there is a metric r on
Ž . Ž .› f V such that every bounded subset of › f V admits weak* slices of
Ž .arbitrarily small r-diameter and the topology induced by r on › f V is
stronger than or equal to the weak topology. For each natural number n,
let G s x g V; there is an open subset W of V such that x g W andn
1Ž Ž .. 4 w xr y diam › f W - . Similar to the proof of 10, Theorem 2.30 , wen
have that G s F‘ G is a dense G subset of V. It is clear that for eachns1 n d
Ž . 5 5x g G, › f x is a singleton and › f is ? -r upper semicontinuous at x,
5 5and so › f is ? -w upper semicontinuous at x. It is sufficient to show that
f is Frechet differentiable on a dense subset of V. Let T be the restriction
5 5of › f to G. Then T is a ? -w continuous single-valued mapping from G
into X*. Hence T is a minimal w-cusco from G into X*. Since a dense Gd
Žwsubset of a complete metric space is itself completely metrizable 5, p.
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x.96 , by Lemma 4.1 there is a dense G subset A of G such that for eachd
5 5 5 5 w xx g A, T is ? - ? upper semicontinuous at x. This and Lemma 2.5 in 4
imply that › f , as a set-valued mapping from V into X*, is single-valued
5 5 5 5and ? - ? upper semicontinuous at each point of A. Hence f is Frechet
differentiable at each point of the dense subset A of V.
In view of Proposition 4.1 the following problem is natural.
Is X an Asplund space if every bounded subset of X* admits arbitrarily
Žsmall weak* slices with respect to the weak topology i.e., for any weak
neighborhood W of 0 in X* and any bounded subset K of X* there are
Ž . Ž .x g X and a ) 0 such that S x, K, a y S x, K, a ; W, where
Ž .  ² : ² : 4 4.S x, K, a s x* g K ; x*, x ) sup y*, x ; y* g K y a ?
Consider the James Tree space JT which is a separable Banach space
with nonseparable dual space. In addition every infinite dimensional
Ž w x.subspace of JT contains a copy of l see 3 . Hence JT is not an Asplund2
space and contains no copy of l . Notice that X contains no copy of l if1 1
and only if every bounded subset K of X* admits arbitrarily small weak*
Ž w x.slices with respect to the weak topology see 14, pp. 351]352 . It follows
that JT is not an Asplund space and every bounded subset of JT* admits
arbitrarily small weak* slices with respect to the weak topology.
w xG. Godefroy 7 really gave the following characterization of an Asplund
space:
X is an Asplund space if and only if each equivalent norm on X has a
Žvery differentiable point in X see the proof of Theorem II.2 and Remark
w x.II.3 in 7 .
It follows directly from Godefroy's result and Corollary 3.3 that X is an
Asplund space if and only if for each weak* compact convex subset K of
 U4X* there are x g X and x* g K such that each net x is weaklya
² U : ² : Ž .convergent to x* whenever x , x “ x*, x s p x . But the existencea K
of weak*-weak continuous points of each weak* compact convex subset
of X* does not imply that X is an Asplund space. Indeed, Ghoussoub,
w xMaurey, and Schachermayer 6 have shown that the existence of weak*-
norm continuous points of each weak* compact convex subset of X* does
not imply that X is an Asplund space.
w xThe following result is an equivalent form of Theorem 3.6 in Moors 8 .
X is an Asplund space if and only if, for each weak* compact subset K
of X*, the set of weak*]weak continuous points of K is residual in
Ž .K, w* .
In view of above-presented results and Corollary 3.4, we present the
following problem:
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A A ŽIs X an Asplund space if, for each equivalent norm ? each
. A AŽ .continuous seminorm p on X, there is x g X such that › ? x sÃ
A AŽ .Ž Ž . Ž ..› ? x › p x s › p x ?Ã
w xNote added in Proof. Giles 15 answered the above problem ``yes''
sometime after this paper was submitted.
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